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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
    

Assessing the impact of amino acid mutations in human         
health is an important challenge in biomedical research. As         
sequencing technologies are more available, and more       
individual genomes become accessible, the number of       
identified variants has dramatically increased. PMut, released       
back in 2005 [1], has been one of the popular predictors in this             
field. PMut was a neural-network-based classifier using       
sequence data to provide a pathology score for point mutations          
in proteins. 

We now release a new, revised, and much more powerful          
version of PMut. It features PyMut prediction engine, a         
Python module that includes numerous machine learning       
capabilities aimed at the analysis of protein variant pathology         
annotation. We also release PMut2017 predictor, a full update         
of the PMut predictor based on the SwissVar [2] variation          
database. It achieves an accuracy of 82% and a Matthews          
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) of 0.62, and matches the most         
popular predictors’ performance. The engine is implemented       
in Python using MongoDB engine for data management. It has          
been adapted to run at the HPC level to cover large scale            
annotation projects. 

A. PMut prediction engine 
PMut predictor engine (PyMut), is a Python 3 module,         

based on the popular scientific computing libraries NumPy        
(www.numpy.org), Scipy (www.scipy.org), Pandas (pandas.     
pydata.org), Scikit-learn (scikit-learn.org), Matplotlib    
(matplotlib.org), and Seaborn (seaborn.pydata.org). 

PyMut performs all the operations involved in the machine         
learning process, such as: features computation and       
distribution analysis, most informative features selection,      
classifier training and evaluation using different metrics and        
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, the training       
and use of predictors. 

The source code of PyMut is publicly available at         
https://gitbhub.com/vlopezferrando/pymut, and can be    
installed locally from the official Python package repository        
(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pymut). 

B. PMut2017 predictor 
PMut2017 is a predictor trained using the SwissVar [2]         

variation database (October 2016 release), containing 27,203       
disease and 38,078 neutral mutations on 12,141 proteins. 215         
features were computed for all these mutations, describing        
protein interactome information, physical property differences      
between the wild type and mutated amino acids, and sequence          
conservation. Conservation features are derived from      
PSI-Blast [3] searches over UniRef100 and UniRef90 [4]        
cluster databases and Multiple Sequence Alignments      
performed by Kalign2 [5]. 12 of these features were selected          
by an iterative algorithm and used to train a Random Forest           
classifier. The Random Forest score (between 0 and 1) was          
analyzed and translated to a statistically meaningful reliability        
score. 

PMut2017 was evaluated using two different approaches.       
First, we run a classic 10-fold cross-validation with 50%         
sequence identity exclusive folds (Fig. 1), getting an MCC of          
0.62, which increases to 0.69 and 0.77 when keeping the most           
reliable predictions. 

 
Fig. 1 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of a 10-fold          
cross-validation with 50% sequence identity exclusion between folds. 

Secondly, we performed a blind validation using the SwissVar         
entries added during 2016. For this purpose, we trained a          
predictor using the SwissVar data of December 2015, and         
evaluated the predictions of the 1,656 pathological and 1,510         
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neutral variants on 762 proteins added during the year 2016.          
We compared the predictions to those of other widely used          
predictors (Table 1). 

TABLE I 

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF PMUT PREDICTOR 

Method % Cov.  Acc. Spec. Sens. AUC MCC 

SIFT 89.6 0.61 0.33 0.88 0.60 0.25 

Polyphen2 92.1 0.64 0.35 0.91 0.63 0.32 

FATHMM 90.5 0.55 0.45 0.64 0.55 0.09 

CADD 95.0 0.65 0.33 0.94 0.64 0.35 

M-CAP 91.5 0.60 0.19 0.95 0.57 0.22 

Condel 91.0 0.63 0.40 0.84 0.62 0.26 

PON-P2  42.4 0.72 0.52 0.9 0.71 0.45 

PROVEAN 91.5 0.64 0.41 0.87 0.64 0.31 

LRT 95.1 0.73 0.58 0.87 0.73 0.47 

MutationTas. 95.1 0.65 0.31 0.96 0.64 0.36 

MutationAss

. 
95.1 0.63 0.46 0.78 0.62 0.26 

MetaSVM 95.1 0.63 0.51 0.74 0.62 0.26 

MetaLR 95.1 0.6 0.46 0.73 0.60 0.20 

PMut 100.0 0.71 0.65 0.76 0.71 0.42 

PMut (85%) 81.0 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.53 

PMut (90%) 51.2 0.81 0.78 0.84 0.81 0.62 

Coverage, Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, Area Under the ROC Curve and          
Matthews Correlation Coefficient of the predictions of different methods of          
the new variants added to SwissVar during 2016 (3,166 mutations). 

C. PMut web portal 
The PMut web portal provides access to all the PMut          

functionalities. The portal is divided in 3 sections: 1) a data           
repository, with a set of precalculated features and predictions,         
2) single-protein and batch analysis requests and 3) a frontend          
to the PyMut engine allowing the user to train their own           
custom predictors. Figures 2 and 3 show screenshots of the          
interface. 

 

 

Fig. 2  Sample prediction analysis. 

 
Fig. 3  Distributions of features computed to train a custom predictor. 

D. Conclusions 
The 2017 release of PMut includes an up to date predictor           

engine which matches the performance of state-of-the-art       
predictors, allows an easy access to all its capabilities via an           
intuitive web interface and offers a full set of tools bundled in            
the PyMut module to apply machine learning methods to the          
prediction of protein mutation pathology. 
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